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The Science and Art of Using Telescopes (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2009
Amateur astronomers have to start somewhere. Most begin by buying a modest astronomical telescope and getting to know the night sky. After a while, many want to move on to the next stage, but this can be problematic. The magazines advertise a mass of commercially-made equipment – some of it very expensive – which can represent a major...
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Strategies for Managing Is/It PersonnelIGI Global, 2003
As IT staff shortages are being experienced worldwide, with a huge gap between the number of positions available for IS/IT workers and the number of available qualified workers to fill them. The major factors that have contributed to the IS/IT crisis include lack of understanding of the career orientations of IS personnel; high IS staff...
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Mobile Positioning and Tracking: From Conventional to Cooperative TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book presents the most recent state of the art in mobile positioning and tracking techniques.


	This book discusses mobile positioning solutions applied on top of current wireless communication networks. In addition, the authors introduce advanced and novel topics such as localization in heterogeneous and cooperative...
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Interactive Project Management: Pixels, People, and Process (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2012

	As an industry, interactive is different. The work entails elements of software development, marketing, and advertising, yet it’s neither purely technical nor traditional “agency” work. Delivery methods are different, and because the industry is relatively new, the gap in understanding between the clients buying the work and...
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Digital Transmission: A Simulation-Aided Introduction with VisSim/Comm (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2010
Digital Transmission – A Simulation-Aided Introduction with VisSim/Comm is a book in which basic principles of digital communication, mainly pertaining to the physical layer, are emphasized. Nevertheless, these principles can serve as the fundamentals that will help the reader to understand more advanced topics and the associated...
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Oracle PL/SQL for DBAsO'Reilly, 2005
PL/SQL, Oracle's powerful procedural language, has been the  cornerstone of Oracle application development for nearly 15 years. Although  primarily a tool for developers, PL/SQL has also become an essential tool for  database administration, as DBAs take increasing responsibility for site  performance and as the lines between...
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Mathematica by ExampleAcademic Press, 1992

	Mathematica bv Example is intended to bridge the gap which has existed between the very

	elementary handbooks available on Mathematica and those reference books written for the more

	advanced Mathematica users. This book is an extension of a manuscript which was developed to

	quickly introduce enough Mathematica commands to a group of...
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Advances in Evolutionary Algorithms: Theory, Design and PracticeSpringer, 2006
The goal of this book is to develop efficient optimization algorithms to solve diverse real-world problems of graded difficulty. Genetic and evolutionary mechanisms have been deployed for reaching the goal.

This book has made five significant contributions in the realm of genetic and evolutionary computation (GEC).

Practical...
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Handbook of Couples TherapyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The essential guide to successful couples therapy at every stage of the lifecycle
A variety of therapeutic interventions can help couples develop the tools for a successful relationship. Yet many practitioners begin seeing couples without extensive training in couples work. To fill this gap in their therapeutic repertoires, noted couples...
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An Extended Entity-Relationship Model: Fundamentals and Pragmatics (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1994


	Studying modern database languages one recognizes that there is a gap between language

	features and theoretical foundations:




	* Studies of the formal foundations exist for the relational data model but not

	for the Entity-Relationship model, which is a model used by numerous practical

	people. Also, most extensions of...
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Service-Oriented Modeling (SOA): Service Analysis, Design, and ArchitectureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Answers to your most pressing SOA development questions
How do we start with service modeling? How do we analyze services for better reusability? Who should be involved? How do we create the best architecture model for our organization? This must-read for all enterprise leaders gives you all the answers and tools needed to develop a sound...
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Up and Running with AutoCAD 2011: 2D Drawing and ModelingAcademic Press, 2010

	Get "Up and Running" with AutoCAD using Gindis' combination of step-by-step instruction, examples, and insightful explanations. The emphasis from the beginning is on core concepts and practical application of AutoCAD in Architecture, Engineering and Design. Equally useful in instructor-led classroom training or self-study, the...
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